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SUMMARY 

Th€ classical definition of a unit operation as a manufacturing 

procedura involving physical changa in the Material of concern is 

accepted and it is observed that every one of the usual unit operations 

•ay be encountered somewhere in the sugar industry or its by-product 

production. 

There are also a few such as cane milling which have rather specifically 

been developed within the industry itself. 

A range of important unit operations is briefly discussed with 

special reference to analytical and mathematical techniques and 

evaluation of behaviour and identification of optimum conditions. 

The unqualified acceptance of the "bigger-and-better" syndrome is 

questioned with special reference to the development of sedimentation 

vassals. 

Attention is drawn to fundamental differences between steam economy 

and rate of evaporation with respect to multiple effect evaporator 

calculations. 

The paramount importance of crystallisation as a unit operation 

is recognised. 

The full value of power and steam generation in a sugar cane factory 

is yet to be recognised and developed beyond the boundary of the factory 

itself. 



DEFINITIONS 
A unit operation may be defined as a procedure in manufacture which 

involved a distinct, well defined and reasonably controlled pnysical change in 

the material of basic concern. 

The unit operations of major concern in the sugar industry are those of:- 

1. Raw material preparation 

2. Extraction of juice 

(a) Hilling 

(b) Diffusion 

3. Screening of juice 

4. Sedimentation 

5. Filtration 

6. Juice heating - Heat Transfer 

7. Multiple effect evaporation 

8. Single effect evaporation 

9. Vapour condensation 

10. Crystallisation •* 

(a) Associated with evaporation 

(b) Effected primarily by cooling 

11. Centrifugal separation 

(a) Batch operation 

(b) Continuous operation 

12. Crystal drying 

heating, cooling, ventilation 

13. Transport of materials 

gas ~~ 

liquid — Fluid Flow 

two phase mixtures  

crystalline solids of various quality 

1*4. Sise separation of bagasse fibres 

15. Combustion and steam generation» with associated 

(a) Boiler flue gas purification 

(b) Boiler ash handling 

16. Electric power generation 



17. Mass Transfer 

This represents a quite formidable list which, without too much 

difficulty, could well be enlarged. 

A number of text books have been published over the years dealing 

specifically with such topics as sugar factory machinery or as a manual 

or handbook specifically discussing sugar factory requirements. 

On the other hand the fundamental chemical engineering approach of Unit 

Operations has developed as a basic discipline but  its relevance to sugar 

factory situations is more usually of a marginal character. 

The sugar  industry can make  (and  has made)   significant contributions 

towards the better understanding of such unit operations as evaporation 

and crystallisation with reference to an aqueous phase. 

It has been well said that the sugar industry and closely related by- 

product developments employ in one way or another every one of the unit 

operations discussed in even the most comprehensive texts devoted  specifically 

to the discipline. 

The text book has not yet been written which would deal adequately with 

sugar manufacture from a truly unit operations approach.    The  industry mill 

relies very largely     rule-of-thumb capacity designing.    Sugar technologists 

as such are seldom trained in the chemical engineering unit  operation:, concept.. 

On the other hand, whilst chemical engineers should make very good  sugar 

technologists,  they are seldom employed in this way to their full capacity 

and seldom get  the real feel of the operations as the technologist does.    T1'-re 

has been recognisable improvement  in this direction but the developments have 

been slow and frequently step-like in character. 

It  is not within the province of this paper to attempt a  fundamental 

discussion of the unit operations listed which would be tantamount  to writing 

the missing t«*t book.    Suffice  it for the moment  to  identify the sections 

of sugar industry literature which are currently  inadequately covered.     Maybe 

this is an area for which sow* concern might be shown by an appropriate 



int.rnational organisation. Th. proration of • .uitabl. co*pr.hen.iv. text 

is probably beyond th. capacity of any singl« individual a. normally aituatad 

and who has th« appropriata axpartiac and axparianca in both fialda. 

Nevertheless some comment at laaat on a 
is pertinent. 

of the unit operationa 

A.      Raw Material Preparation 

Both sugar cane and sugar beet require careful preparation before the 

juice extraction procedure is undertaken.    The technique selected is atrongly 

dependent upon the nature of the raw material as well a. on the character 

of the juice extraction procedure.    In each case the sugar juice is 

contained within cells of the plant.    In the sugar cane the cell wall, 

must be ruptured to extract the juice, in the sugar beet the ell wall. »uat 

not be rupturad but   the sugar juice allowed .imply to diffuse through 

the membrane.    Sugar beets are treated invariably by a diffusion process. 

The term diffuaion i. ampliad to an optional procedure in can. juic. 

extraction but in-correctly so.    It is eaaentially a lixiviation 

process but it seems unlikely that terminology will be corrected at th« pr«a«nt 

stage of the art.    Many types of equipment have been patented «ad name, 

registered which incorrectly includes the word diffuser. 

Nevertheless it is of paramount importane, to recognise thi. basic 
difference in mechanism. 

Slicing the sugar beat and subjecting the product to diffuaion has ita 

own .peci.li.ad problems and ha. yi.idad to baaic -themmtioel tremtrnm 

.. « fumdaattntal diffuaion .tud,.   Today it la poaaibl. to «tract «awtM», 

like 99% of the .«gar in .ugar baat on a comtinuou. basis at high capacity . 
and such i. being widely practised. 

The sugar can. ha. bam less yi.iding - th. fundamamtal approach ha* .ithar 

been »or. difficult or ha. had few«, highly trained aciantlat. affactivml, 
engaged in it. study. 



We do know that both thermal and «echanical techniques can rupture the 
wall, of the etil In the sufar can«.    Ha are alao better recognising that 
it i« generally cheaper to expend energy on «echen ice 1 than thermal 

rupturing.    Heat is still important in accelerating lixiviation. 

«echanic.l cane preparetion techniques involve the use of knivaa and 

shraddera.    Thera are still .any question, in this araa to which the answers 
ara Multipla or inadequate. 

1. What kind of knives should be uaed? 

2. How should they be used in a .pacific set? 

3. How many sets of knives should be used? 

*».    How best can we optimisa the expenditure of energy by 
knife installations? 

5. What kind of shredder should be used? 

6. How should the shredder be used in association with the knives 
and/or a crusher unit? 

7. How best can wa optimisa over-all energy input? 

8. What is the energy input at the preparation stage in relation 
to the energy required for silling? 

9. Should wa use two shredders in series? 

Other important relevant questions readily apring to the minds of those 
who have bean directly concerned with the installation and operation of 
cana preparation units. 

Howavar the moat important and probably most basic question which we can 
Mk in thia context still remains vary largely unanswered, and too often 
is not even asked. 

SHSItlon:    How do wa maaaure the affectiv«,,., of any cane preparation device? 

Probably the bast answer which wa have TO faP is some .«ans of measuring 

the juice in open call. a. di.tinct from juice in closed cells,    it i. assumed 

(probably correctly) that the juica fro. the open cells can be extracted bv 

cold matar lixiviaron wbaraa. boiling „tar lixiviation extract, the whole 



of the juice. The latter assumption is possible correct, but we still need 

to know more about the mechanism of cell rupture. Some real information 

on this subject is now being obtained by the application of electron 

micrograph techniques at suitable (generally moderate) magnifications. 

Unfortunately techniques designed to obtain the above information are 

time-consuming, it is often too long to wait for the answer and only a 

limited number of samples can be studied in reasonable time. 

One of the more successful pragmatic approaches has been simply to 

measure the bulk density of the comminuted fibrousproduct under standard 

conditions of pressure. A crude relationship between the observed value 

and correctly measured data can serve as a useful first approximation guide 

and the bulk density measurement has the advantage of being simple, speedily 

accomplished and readily understood. 

B* Milling or Diffusion in the Sugar Cane Factory? 

This is probably one of the most perplexing questions which can be 

phrased in the context of present day practice in * sugar cane factory. 

Unfortunately many of the installations of diffusers have been in situations 

where milling practice has been of a low standard and those well skill«d 

in the art of milling contend that equally as gocd results could have been 

obtained if equivalent attention had been given simply to improve the 

standard of milling by well known and tested techniques. 

Two important disadvantages of diffusion which are no» surfacing as 

the result of more large scale factory experience are the inflexibility 

of most diffusers with respect to rate of cane supply and the cost of 

maintenance is prj'ing to be higher than had been anticipated- 

There is one obvious factor in the discussion and that is - in • sugar 

cane factory it is not possible to displace all of the mills by a diffuser. 

It is still necessary to have at least two conventional typ« mills - OM 

before and one after the diffuser - and often desirabU to have three or 

even four. 



The method of extraction measurement leaves much to be desired in 

either case, but especially so in the case of the diffuser. To date we 

really only are able to measure sugar in product juice and residual bagasse. 

We have no reliable means of measuring sugar lost by hydrolysis in the 

process and diffusers are well recognised to be much more prone to such 

losses. 

c» Operating a Conventional Sugar Mill 

The conventional sugar mill is a 3 roll unit developed first 

approximately 100 years ago and until recently shown little change. Units of 

this mill are installed in series and may or may not be preceded by a 

two or three roll crusher. The basic question remains unanswered - when 

does a three roll crusher become a first mill? 

Having recognised the factors which are important for improving the 

effectiveness of the conventional mill it soon became evident that 

implementation of any of the necessary improvements resulted in a fall-olf 

in the capacity and subsequently the effectiveness itself, of the milling unit. 

The cells need  to be ruptured - finer preparation does this. The 

finer the preparation the more difficult it is to make a mill accept the 

feed. Better lixiviation needs more water and a higher temperature - «ach 

of which likewise makes it more difficult for the mill to accept the feed. 

Much attention has been given to increasing the roughness of roller 

surfaces by arcing and spot welding, multifarious feeding devices have 

appeared. The three roller mill fitted with a heavy duty pair of pressure 

feeding rolls has almost become effectively a five roller mill. 

Much has be*n don« to transform the "art" of mill roller setting *o 

a "science". Thmra still remains the factor which can only be empirically 

determined in situ callad by engineers in Java in the 1920's - the 

squirting factor but perhaps better known today as the re-abaorption factor. 

Where do we go from here? 
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Tut author p.r.onally pr.f.r. ju.t to do « compl.te m.t.ri.1. baiane, 
of fibre, water and "brix" for all .tag., of the milling train including 

the feed condition of the «ill. - , fundanental che.ic.1 engl,*«-!«, 

unit operation analysis.    Seldom attempted by oth«.. but uaually sealing 
of local weaknesses in the author's experience. 

It is well recognised that a mill has difficulty in accepting a wet 
fad.    The moisture content of bag««.. i„ving . mill it ,lway. p«.,«^ for 

the last mill in the train, often aleo for th. firat and occasionally for 
intermediate mills.    Attests to effectively «.pi. «* URtlymm ba<MM f#d 

to a «ill have almost invariably been unaatiafactory in the experience 

of many.    Possibly th. only sati.f.ctory way to obtain thi. figure i. to 

calculate a matériels balance - a simple, straightfon-rd aaaily «*put.ri..d 
arithmetric operation. 

The author has had some success in further taking «Wantage of this 
information to rearrange imbibition system, to obtain better f-ding 

qualities - ^ hence capacity - without lo., of .«traction and furt>*rmer.to allow 
precipitate to be   pu8h#d to lt, lofic>1 ^^ ^ ^ of ^^ 

The multiplicity of variola, and their roco«ni.ed inter-r.lation.hip. 
of compi«, potability hay provided th. opportuniti.. for nrnvsr 

•nding di.cus.ion and controver.y in th. arm., of minim, practic. Pati«* 
research ha. provide much «».ful basic data on euch lUm ,. m^ 
coefficients in feeing, „gl#. for f^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^ 

groove characteristic, and oth«. it«. r.l.vant to mill f^ing ^^ 

The author is firmly of th. opinion that it will only be by taking th. n«t stop 

of reg.1«. «nd reliai. analy„. of flau bal„c. that furtW .ignlficamT 
d.velopemnt in milling can be expected. 

Diffu.ion or lixiviation in the <*n. indu.tr, i. .till very   ,_,- 

in th. trl.l-.nd-.rror .tag. of ¿.vlopm^t.    A vari«y of d~ic. hav. 
b~n th. object of exp^i^nt in «all .cal. «* Urg. ^. ,ltu.tloM 

.11 aiming to «tract «re juic. fro. th. c^.    Sc- data of a .or. 
funda*»»t.l chomic.i .ngin-ri«, ch«r.cfr «r. boginnin, to appe*r      A. 
for milling „* foP .„.„. ^ .^^ ^ ^ ^ m|g|^ ^ ft 

-ill b. thi. approach which win in th. long t«, b. th. mm »rmémetiv. of 



rMl development. 

^*'ti0n;    In "tat w,y can «• »*thematic..lly inter-relate th. two factor, of 

capacity and extraction to give th« bast objectiva rating 

of tha operation of diffusion or milling/lixivia'dor units? 

&•      Screening 

An elementary unit operation applied to juices for the separation of 

fibre, to bagas.« for removal of fin. fibre for use a. a filter aid or 
.•par-tien of pith in d.plthing technlqu„t to aufar fw ^^ oriented 

•ixing, but how often i. a unit operations analysis Mde of the effectiveness 

of a screening operation?    He just do not have any such data, the very id- 

is almost unheal of.    The serening operation is never thought of as a 

major unit in th. flow sheet - and yet how important an effective screening 
operation really is? 

There may not be much direct noticeable gain in terms of dollars and 

ents but a ,mooth.r flow of m.t.ri.1. is always a worth-while achievement. 

There is an abundance of data on screen capacities especially by 

•anufacturer. but effectiveness in situ is something which must be 
isured. 

Questions: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

What typ. of screen i. .uitabl. for a particular application? 

How eff.ctiv. will this be at various capacity ratings? 

Wny de m nernd a screen for the application? 

I« th.r. an alternative «ad mor. suitable technique? 

(s.g. us. of chokslMs pumpt Jnccad of juice screens) 

E*      Sedimentation 

.mtl. *.„ mtiKM„ mlt, MUamt ^ miu^ <Bit< of pro|rMiiMiy 
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increasing dimensions.    And than disappointment began to be become recognised 

in the "bigger-and-better" syndrome.    The multi-tray unit» persisted 

in giving little better performance (if any) than a single tray unit of 

comparable cross-sectional area.    Empirical attempts to discover corrective 

measures resulted chiefly in defining acceptable terms for reference of 

behaviour- characteristics.    It was not until systematic studies were made 

of circulation patterns and of sedimentation characteristics of the 

flocculent precipitate that effective corrective measures b«gan to appear. 

New there are several manufacturers of appropriately improved equipment. 

The analytical techniques which finally proved to be successful 

needed little that had not been known in the science twenty years earlier. 

F.    Filtration 

Capacity ratings in filtration operations are of substantial concern 

to all sugar manufacturers but little has bean done by way of systematic 

studies of such parameters as porosity and permeability of cakes, the 

influences of particle sise and shape, filter aid characteristics and 

evaluation in fundamental terms.    This type of information is needed with 

appropriate baaic study if any significant advance is to be made in this 

area. 

0.    Heat Transfer 

Sugar processing involves the transfer of substantial amounts of heat 

tor which the following applications are clearly defined:- 

1. Juice flow inside tubes (vertical or horisontal) 

2. Steam or vapour condensation around juice heater tubes 

3. Miltiple effect evaporators 

t. Single effect evaporators 

5. Drying of sugar - also involving mass transfer 

6. Furnace gasses and steam generation 

7. Air heater and/or economizer attachments to the steam generator 

To a large ext-nd straight capacity data from existinf type« of equipment 

••me* 
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are used to design now units.    Fundamental treatments are    possible in 

conformity with basic techniques well established for units of the type 

used in the sugar industry.    Factors of special concern, although 

by no means unique to the industry, include such as the type and nature of 

the scale in juice heaters and evaporators, non-condensible gases in steam 

and oil in exhaust steam from reciprocating engineers.     The combustion of 

bagasse from sugar cane represents heat liberation from a somewhat specialised 

type of fuel.    Little is known of film transfer coefficients in massecuits 

and design depends entirely on general capacity information. 

H.    Multiple Effect Evaporation 

In the sugar industry these units represent a substantial capital 

investment a^d are probably used more extensively than in any other single 

industry.    A great deal of attention has been given to the steam economy 

involved and a high degree of sophistication has been achieved from 

this point of view.    On the other hand basic knowledge of heat transfer 

characteristics are much less clearly defined.    Recent types of long  tube 

evaporators have been introduced to the industry and these have represented a 

worth-while development in heat transfer characteristics. 

It is worth recording that, at least in many developing countries, the 

evaporator capacities are significantly inadequate with respect to unitr, 

before and after.    The net affect which has been observed has been to 

deliver low concentration, syrup to the pan stage.    This reduces the capacity 

of the pan stage by requiring more evaporation and depreciates the steam 

economy by requiring this evaporation to be at single rather than multiple 

effect.    Too often the ailmant has been ill-diagnosed and additional pan 

capacity has been recommended rather than additional evaporator capacity. 

Another common failing has been an inability to recognise the difference 

in effects of operation when requiring an  increase  in evaporative capacity 

rather than in steam economy (or occasionally vice-versa).    Change-; which 

improve steaa economy seldom result  in  increased capacity even though there 

»ay be an over-all increase in heating surface.    Increase  in heating lurfare 

can be arranged to increase capacity, but the two different effects ar*- not 
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infrequently confused. 

As with other unit operations it is only by calculating a complete 

heat and mass balance and calculating individual heat  transfer coefficients 

for each vessel is it possible to get a real understanding of just what 

is happening.    The use of over-all capacity data for design purposes 

can,  and frequently does, give incorrect answers when examining proposals 

for expansion programs. 

Question:    Are we quite clear on the differences between factors influencing 

evaporation capacity and factors influencing steam economy? 

I.    Single Effect Evaporation 

This normally refers to the operation of vacuum pans.    In these 

we are seldom concerned about steam economy - little can be done to 

change this.    On the other hand we are seriously concerned about capacity 

but knowledge is  inadequate on    such factors as heat transfer coefficients - 

both over-all    and film coefficients, circulation patterns within vacuum pans 

and the  factors which influence and control circulation. 

We seem to depend very heavily on the generation of circulation by 

vapour, bubbles during boiling.    Recent studies of the circulating power of 

such bubbles reveals them as being very inadequate indeed, for they 

codiere very soon after formation and as they coa lesee they loóme most of 

their ability to generate circulation, 

J.    Crystallisation 

This unit operation is the climax of procedures employed  in the production 

of sugar.    Here we see for the first time the final product beginning to 

appear in recognisable fora.    It   is essentially a mas« transfer problem 

between a liquid and solid phase simultaneously operating with rather 

complex heat transfer problems.     From the point of view of the sugar factory 

manager and his operating staff attention must be concentrated on 

productivity in rather   superficial terms, the only tensa which can reasonably 
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b« understood In relation to the important aspects of relating production 

to oost factors. 

Successive stages of crystallisation are invariably practised.    It  is 

unusual to take tiae to ask the question why this should be and are 

there any alternatives. 

The purity of syrups, massecuites, Molasses «.id sugar are the uni la 

used for control purposes.    But the units are often far from correct and 

at tines Misleading.    The units are those of apparent purity depending 

upon the relatively sinple measurement of polarisation and brix.    They 

have the advantage of simplicity and have been sufficiently reproductive to 

enable thee) to be universally accepted for this purpose. 

On the other hand if we try to use them for material balances we got 

into all kinds of difficulties because of the errors inherent  in the 

system.    The system, in practice generally yields moderately good results 

but when an improvement in results is attempted the limitations of the 

system become very significant. 

The commonly considered alternative of performing sucrose and total 

Solu* analyses are occasionally resorted to for l'elted periods but with 

limited success.    The analytical difficulties are significant and the 

deelred precision not eaaily attained «specially if experience   is inadéquat» 

The author has obtained satisfaction fron accepting a log-lug 

relationship between true purity and apparent purity and  interpolating 

value« from the true purity of final nolaaees samples taken to represent 

the end product of the material being processed.    Adequate time and 

precision of technique may be expended on achieving a correct analysis, of 

the final molasses sample. 

Nathaaatically the following relationships are then used: 
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True purity « (App«r*nt Purityf     R    100 

The author  is well aware of the inaccuracies which can be •••ociatad 

with such a technique, but in his experience the advantages have substantially 

outweighed the disadvantages providing a basis for materials balance 

calculations which at least give rational results fro« which real 

deduci ions can be made. 

Much fundamental data such as sucrose aciubility  in pure and impure 

solutions,  viscosities of saturated solutions,  viscosities of messecuites and 

so on M ve been slowly accumulating especially during the past  20 years which 

hav*> been   >f material assistance to further rational explanations of sugar 

ho i 1 i rip, he ha v i our . 

There are  in fart  three major groups of factors of concern which must 

be  taken  into account when planning th« crystallising progresase.    These 

may   be simply described as:- 

1. The boiling route 

2. The equipment employed - mainly referring to the boiling pans 

<.    The instrumental control criteria and their application 

By boiling riite is aeant the flow shaat which is adopted to implement 

t ne required  st,t*i"   of crystallisation to obtain the best recovery of 

isuiTdse   in cryst.il     form. 

The pans are of    one er n from the point   of view of capacity, rate of 

h«Mt   transfer, circulation pattern and various specific design features. 

Instrumental methods oí control may vary from simple temperature and 

vacuum measurement   to recordings of complex physical criteria for campiate 

automation. 

It has lotm bean recognised that   »van the meat  sophisticated automatic 

corrmi procedures can do little to improve poorly da« jams i or lnaaoejwate pam 

soiling equipammt. 
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It i« ••Ido« so clearly recognised how important it  is to «»ploy the 

most suitable flow  sheet for the circumstances. 

Quest ione : 

1. What are the  significant criteria of concern when planning  the sugar 

boiling procedure»? 

2. How do we best employ the»« criteria,  especially when faced with 

conflicting behaviour patterns? 

K.      Crystallization by Cool inj 

This stage of  crystallisation  is performed  in hatch or continuously 

operating vessels.     Soste of these »ay be  equipped with water cooled 

surfaces, others depend only on air cooline. 

The procedure  is alsost, but not encluslvely, confined to the last 

Mssecuite in the boiling cycle,    loth rate of crystallisation and rate  of 

heat transfer are   important,    «assecuites must not be chilled too  suddenly, 

crystal sise and crystal content require  attention as also the purity drop 

in the operation.     It  is the last opportunity to extract crystallisable 

sucrose fro« the anther liquor» and when handling large quantities of 

material small differences in enhauation  can have a significant   influence on 

financial returns. 

L.    Centrifugal Segaration 

The only technique which is uaed CJ—srrially for the separation ot  su«rose 

crystals fra« not hew 1 i quer is the basket  type centrifuge.    These *r*  largely 

of batch operation but a progressively  increasing proportion of   installations 

are of a continuous type especially for  final stage separations. 

Development  has been in sise, power, power trwaaiisioi* t«,t hciqueu, 

automatic tine cycling control and finally continuous operation. 

In all circuMtances three ar  sometimes tour stage'    ir* reropn ¡ sable 

m    reparation of  cyrstals (2)    washing with water and  ''/  iryin.   *;»>. 

-_. 
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frequently the additional procedure of steaming introduced *t various stag*** 

It  is pertinent to ask just what  is happening at each of these stages 

when planning the details of the separation cycle. 

The viscosity of molasses saturated at different temperatures,  the 

porosity and permeability of the bed of crystals,  the sis« of crystals and 

the washing and drainage behaviour are  important properties of the materials 

whereas diameter and depth of basket, rate of rotation,  acceleration and 

hrakinp, times are  some of the machinery characteristics pertinent to 
their design and use. 

M.    Crystal Drying 

This   i    a problem  in combined heat and mass transfer involving the 

urface  layer  of   ;yrup.     Tor keeping qualities the equilibrium humidity 

moisture values are of concern.     These have been resolved  in various relation- 

ship-, such as the  Dilution  Indicator or Safety Factor  in terms of which tha 

Keeping quality,   especially of raw sugar,   is evaluated.     The heat 

-t    .M-arhm-Mit   of  water to the surface of  the crystal   has    been evaluated and 

thermal conductivity of the crystal   itself  is  important   for cooling the 

i-ystal  to minimise  thermal development  of   colour during storage. 

N.    Steam Generation 

The steam generator has  its own special term« of evaluation  involving 

pioblems   in heat   transfer and  fluid  flow.     The sugar technologist seldom 

specialises   in  this  area of concern   leaving  it largely   in the hands of 

equipment  manufacturers and  suppliers and/or consultants.     Tris can lead 

to unfortunate situations  where optimisation is not necessarily achieved. 

:.H>>e operators are  usually   less affected  than smaller on.     as they can 

employ more  staff   with a wide enough ringe of specialisation to cover effectively 

til   aspects  of  steam generation with whatever fuel may be   involved. 
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°-    Metric Power Générât ion and Reticulation 

Thl. also is a highly specialised area for concern usually    unlikely 

in a high degré« of dependence on outside advisers except  in the case of 

large operator..    An important  item in electric power reticulation in a 

sugar factory which requires specialised attention  is the power factor which 

en b. substantially depreciated by the development of large capacity batch 
type electric centrifugals. 

P-       Water Cooling 

A substantial proportion of sugar factories find it necessary to 

recycla condensar water which involves a cooling system such as a spray pond 

or towar.    The unit operation involves complex heat and mass transfer 
proble» in psychiometry. 

Questions; 

1. 

2. 

3. 

H. 

The following questions are pertinent for discussion for each 

unit operation in tha sugar industry: 

What function dots this particular unit operation really perform? 

Haw should it be operated for fullest advantage? 

Ara thare alternativa swana of performing tha operation? 

I* tha operation really necessary and if so why? 
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